
Super-fast  
cycle secures 

buttons

High speed  
single button 
operation 
User friendly
Class leading  
minimal thread waste

Optional  
user-friendly  

Bluetooth App  
Control for Android  

& iOS from a  
mobile phone 

or tablet...

...more  
flexibility,
more time 

saved!

UK Designed
+ Made

Worldwide
Distribution

Global Support 
+ Servicing

Online Demo 
Available

maximum 
number  
of buttons  
per cone

SPECIFICATION
T

Our solo T model  
with tri-feature - long 
shanks, standard & 
shank button modes!

T

From multi button security, a 
portable mini or our original classic, 
there is a buttonfuse® machine for 
any job, any size to suit any budget! 

Our innovative fusing technology 
ensures complete protection  
against button loss for the  
lifetime of any garment.

✔ 1 program - standard button

✔	 Fantastic	efficiency

✔ Massive cost savings

✔ Fully automatic wrapping

✔ Thread saving - revolutionary design  
 to reduce thread waste

✔ Unique high speed threading 
 of machine

✔ Automatic waste extraction

✔ Up to 20% extra buttons per cone

SPECIFICATION
S

S

✔ As     but with additional button 
 support facility

✔ 3 programs - standard button,  
 shank button & long shank

S

Call +44 (0)1943 884 334 or email sales@mmsuk.com for further details. 
MMS UK  3 South View Business Centre, Ghyll Royd, Guiseley, Leeds LS20 9PP UK

mmsuk.com
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Automatic  
Button Shank  
Wrapping Machine



Our thread is the ideal partner to the 
buttonfuse range of machines. The  
high quality components guarantee  
button security from shirts to raincoats.

Manufactured to be 100% consistent to 
ensure a perfect shank appearance with  
a	soft	finish.	A	fusible	&	highly	elastic	 
core makes buttons secure & super  
strong with no loose ends.

Our thread has being tested to withstand  
the rigours over the lifetime of the garment.  
It	is	certified	by	Oeko-Tex	&	complies	 
with all other industry standards. 

TF thread

All our threads are 
available in 22g cones

Proven & specified  
by the major brands  
of the world.  
.

The fusible  
elastic core makes  

buttonfuse®  
TF thread  

super strong!  
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We have the world’s 
largest range of 
threads + our high 
stockholding levels 
mean that they are 
readily available 
exactly when you 
need them most!
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